
May-Elin Stener, the
Ambassador of Norway to India,
said, "As the largest shareholder

in Yara, the Norwegian
government is proud to support

Yara's objectives, which align
closely with the government's

priorities: improving food
security, supporting sustainable
farming practices, adapting to

climate change, and promoting
diversity and inclusion.
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Tenders: Nuberg EPC to build
Hydrogen Peroxide plant in
Indonesia

Tenders: NHIT to monetize
Rs.15,000cr-Rs.20,000cr
under NMP2024-25

Tenders: Odisha’s potential for
green hydrogen projects
highlighted at Global Wind Day

Tenders

Tenders: Govt to provide
assistance to construct 3
crore rural and urban houses

Tenders: SECI to select
Green Ammonia Producers

Tenders: NHAI calls EoI for
Electronic Toll Collection
system

Tenders: MECON issues RfP for
use of Hydrogen in steel sector

Tenders: India’s $500bn
investment opportunities
highlighted at IPEF Forum
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Tenders: SUN Mobility-IndianOil
JV to build battery swapping
stations across 40+ cities

Tenders: Healthcare Global
working on two hospitals in
Bangalore    

Tenders : BCGCL starts work
on Rs.11,782cr Coal
Gasification Project

Jason Ho, the Chairman of
Taisys Technologies said, “This

investment aligns with our vision
to bring the best global

technologies to India. ATrack’s
innovative approach and proven

track record perfectly
complement our growth

strategy.”

Projects: Norwegian commits
to reduce greenhouse gas in
India operation

Project: KPIL list Rs.300cr
NCDs on BSE

Projects: Indo-Danish water
initiative engaging students
from 9 countries

Projects: Krishigati gets TDB
financial assistance

Projects

Projects: Plasser-GSV to
deepen understanding of rail
sector

Project: L&T starts building the
Navy’s second Cadet Training
Ship
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Projects: Bihar Power adopts
AI-powered Energy Theft
solution

Projects: Adani to manage
CT2 at Dar es Salaam Port
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Market: Sattvik Green Building
Certification launched at
Novotel Jodhpur

Markets: CTC says new Pune
facility to help improve
efficiency in India power grid

Market

Markets: SIAM Cement-BigBloc
JV to work on building material
solutions

Markets: Tata Communications
to be a key strategic supplier for
World Athletics Series

Markets: LTIMindtree to work in
the Middle East from Riyadh

Markets: Health evangelist
Ghai invests in Mumbai’s
Augnito
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Commenting on the JV, HCMF Chairman Roger His elaborated,
“We are excited to collaborate with Spark Minda to expand our
footprint in India's burgeoning Indian vehicle market to develop
and manufacture innovative integrated Automotive Sunroof and
Closure systems for next generation vehicles.

We are excited about this
development at Theremin.ai. It
helps us realize value from our
very early-stage investment
into the domain of AI based

investment analysis in Indian
and Asian capital markets via

Theremin.ai," said Gulu
Mirchandani, Chairman of

OLMO Capital of Mexico.

Market: FY2023-24 growth
driven by industries, says
PHDCCI chief

Market: Plate prices improve
by $4/MT

Markets: IPEF delegates given
deep understanding of
opportunities in India

Market: Canon strengthening
core business segments in
India

Markets: Automation Anywhere
help Petrobras save $120m in 3
weeks

Markets: Alwyn Premkumar to
expand global footprint for
Sasken

Markets: Yokogawa says
acquisition of Adept
commitment to India

Exports

Exports: Toy industry urged to
reach out to international
consumers
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“Time has now come to look at the international taste buds
and start manufacturing the products that appeal to
everyone in the world,” says Anita Praveen, Secretary,

Ministry of Food Processing Industries.

“India remains a beacon of
opportunity for us and recognizing

the immense potential that the
market holds, we are aiming to

strengthen the semiconductor and
medical business,” says Howard

Ozawa, Executive Vice President of
Canon Inc, Chief Representative of

Canon Asia Group, Chairman & CEO
of Canon Marketing Asia.

Investments: SEBI provides
flexibility to FPIs in dealing with
securities

Investment: SBICAP says
Prabhakar to oversee strategic
direction

Investments

Exports: Indian toy shipments to
global markets increased by
239%.

Exports: FTA talks indicate
importance of food processing
sector

Exports: Experts see India’s
pivotal role in world’s green
environment

Exports: NPCI to develop real-
time payments system in Peru

Exports: Sembcorp’s Indian
plant to supply green ammonia
to Japan
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Dr Praveen Jambholkar, CTO
of the Hyderabad-based AI
Educator at the SuperAI! “AI

will be the biggest game
changer for defence. Robot

soldiers are already a reality
in China.”

"The LTIMindtree’s new office in
Riyadh marks a significant
step forward in our shared

journey towards progress. This
collaboration is a testament to
the growing global interest in

Saudi Arabia as a hub for
cutting-edge technology and
talent,” says Tareq Amin, CEO,

Aramco Digital.

DPIIT Secretary Rajesh Kumar Singh elaborated, “As part of its
strong commitment to create a better ecosystem for the toy
industry, the Government has identified the sector as one of

the champion sectors, with a long-term vision to create a
global market for ‘Made in India’ toys.”
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about a change to your
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“We are thrilled to partner
with LTIMindtree in the M&A

and divestiture space where
we specialize in the

separation and migration of
data for the businesses

being acquired or spun off,”
added Camilla Dahlen,

President, and Managing
Director, SNP North America.
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Manufacturing: KAW Veloce-
Brixton to produce 40,000+ units
from Kolhapur

Manufacturing: LTIMindgtree-
SAP to deliver innovations to
industries

Manufacturing: Adani
commissions ingot wafer unit

Manufacturing: Industries urged
to adopt automation for growth

Manufacturing: Vikram Solar
committed to creating
sustainable energy

Manufacturing: Taisys to work
on semiconductor platforms in
India

Manufacturing: Renesas-IITH to
work on VLSI embedded
semiconductor systems

"Teaming up with L&T is a key milestone in our pursuit to
bolster India's renewable energy aspirations and offer
premium solar solutions that adhere to the highest
quality and efficiency standards," says Arabin Lama,
General Manager - APAC & MEA, Business Development
at Antaisolar.
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Fiinews.com was seen and
read by 1.82 million India-

focused business
executives in 2022. We

appreciate these global
business executives’

support for Fiinews.com,
considering it as an

important source of market
intelligence on India. 

We also look forward to
more support in 2023 when
we will produce more and

more articles related to the
Indian market and

businesses. 

Please continue reading
and subscribe free to

Fiinews.com. 

Follow us on @fii_news. 
A big Thank You. 

Editor.
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Technology: Ministry says startups
in Technical Textiles to boost
innovation

Technology: Wipro-HPE launch
GenAI solution from Kodathi
office

Technology: Indian businesses
give top priority to sustainable
innovations

Technology: C-DAC transfer
Thermal Smart Camera
solutions to CP PLUS

Technology: India fostering
collaboration as member of
Global Partnership for AI

Technologies

Manufacturing: India produced
277 MMT of iron ore in FY23-24

Manufacturing: DPIIT promoting
Incubators for Startups

Hitesh Mundhada, CTC Global’s Vice President, South Asia, elaborated,
“CTC’s new core production facility in Pune will better support our Indian
utility customers and our outstanding ACCC® Manufacturing Partners,
Apar Industries, Sterlite Power, Gupta Power, and JSK Industries who have
already delivered over 20,000 kilometers of ACCC® Conductors to major
utilities in 23 Indian States and 2 territories.”
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“By including HPE Machine
Learning Development

Environment as part of Wipro’s
GenAI customer experience, we

will enable customers to develop
and deploy AI models faster by

integrating with popular
machine learning frameworks

and simplifying data
preparation,” says Marc Waters,

Senior Vice President, Global
Sales, HPE.

Technology: Wipro 3D achieves
milestone in Rocket Engine
Manufacturing

"This collaboration combines
SCG's century-long expertise and

advanced technologies with
BigBloc's deep understanding of
the local market, we are poised
to make a significant impact on
India's construction industry by

delivering cost-efficient and
sustainable construction

solutions,” elaborated Abhijit
Datta, Head of International

Business and Managing Director
of SCG International.
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Fiinews.com has over 500k readers from business & corporate world and can showcase your
company on its website fiinews.com for one year through your advertisement along with
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